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. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.She s the spoiled daughter of the most evil man in
the universe, but this Draqon refuses to let his feelings get in the way of his mission: assassinating
her father. Veronica Gideon has grown up a proper debutant. Intergalactic parties, socialite friends,
and all the trappings of wealth and power. Attitude and privilege are her way of life until she s
forced to confront the underbelly of her father s leadership by her charismatic, sexy guard with his
own secrets-secrets that could get her killed. Maxsym defied his Draqon hive leader to infiltrate the
Zynthar International Space Station and kill Commander Gideon. But one woman threatens to
derail his rogue mission, and she s as beautiful as she is infuriating. Far from the safety of Kladuu
and his hive, Maxsym must navigate a space station full of dangerous humans and his unexpected
feelings for the bratty human woman with more depth than he expected. Will the two of them save
Kladuu, or will their differences rip them apart? Shifters of Kladuu Series (A Scifi Alien Romance):
The Vilka s Secret (A...
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Reviews
This publication is wonderful. I actually have go through and i am sure that i am going to going to study once more once more down the road. I am easily
could get a enjoyment of studying a written book.
-- Moz elle Ha lvor son
A whole new e book with a brand new perspective. Indeed, it is enjoy, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ebba Hilll
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